Delsemme (1) has used ultraviolet data for the total brightness of Comet Tago-Sato-Kosaka in H and OH to derive the variation of the H20 release rate with the comet's heliocentric distance r. From a brightness varying with the -6 power, he deduced a release rate Q(H2O) proportional to the -2 power of r. Crudely summarized, his argument states that the dissociation rate varies with the -2 power and the fluorescent excitation rate with a second -2 power, so that the evaporation rate also has a dependence to the -2 power.
for Rd < R < R+ and N(H) = 0 outside this range of radial distance R. This simple model may be used since Rd r2 X 105 km < R+ r2 X 108 km (2) , r being measured in astronomical units (A.U.). The expansion velocity V is assumed constant. The line-of-sight density at perpendicular distance p is then fNds = 2 Q p 1Cos-IL-'Cos R-) ( (H) 47rQ (j Ro-Rd) (2) but if the head is viewed to past R+, the 7rRo/2 of Eq. 2 is to be replaced by R+.
The measured value, Rd = 2 X 105 km (2) 2) Since the mean ionization rate l/7i is proportional to the solar proton and radiation fluxes (both proportional to r-2), the total brightness of the head, when the fluorescence factor is allowed for, is B cx r-2QR+/V = r'2QTI cX Q (3) 3) In practical cases, the head is taken to extend out to Ro < R+, where the intensity falls to a value comparable to the background: Ro = p in Eq. 1, which implies for 3R+ > Ro > Rd that (Q/V)R0-1r'A5 2 -constant (4) Here A is the geocentric distance of the comet, which to a rough approximation might be taken as a constant during the observation period (4). Thus, by using Eq. 2, one obtains the bright- (5) . The fact that the sixth-power dependence is shown by OH too (1) indicates that neither of these scales enters importantly. It should be pointed out that for the H head, distortion of the isophotes due to radiation pressure appears (2) to have the scale R, at the smallest r. Effects on the total brightness are perhaps ignorable because the limiting intensity was chosen appreciably larger than the background. I would comment further that the parameter "total brightness" B appears to be a useful average over the dynamic distortions of the profiles. But the limiting isophote should adequately exceed the background intensity (whose rather variable geocoronal part should be mall). Useful additional information for rival theoreticians would be values of B out to several limiting isophotes.
Since the sixth-power variation leading to Q/V cc l/r does not support the evaporating icy model of a comet (6) , one should ask whether it provides definite evidence against. First, I would answer that it illustrates the dangers in using limited observations of one comet for a short time and a short part of its orbit. Comets are well known to have nonmonotonic behavior. Second, it is possible that a cloud of icy particles would decay appropriately slowly, over more than 10 days. Such a time lag is statistically indicated between cometary aphelia and the maximum brightness (7) . Third, measurements of the H head from alternative OGO 5 Lyman-a proffles do not confirm a steady sixthpower variation. They give (8) 
